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ABSTRACT : By using a new interpolation method based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), we have got the goal of the
separate seismic track interpolation. The new approach  fully employs the characters of DFT, and it is excellent in many respects,
such as, it is in no need of any interpolating function; the arithmetic is simple so as to suit to the immense seismic data processing;
it is of high precision with the relative error at about ten million to one; high fidelity reconstruction without negative effect to the

subsequent processing; good practicability and can serve the oil production. Quite good outcome has been obtained in practical
data processing. The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of the new interpolation method in solving the insufficiency
of sampling.

INTRODUCTION

Oil and gas is one of the important resources on which
human heavily rely. With the effective exploration in the last
decades, it is hard for us to prospect for it. Therefore, it puts
out higher requirement of seismic data. However, enhancement
of sampling ratio proves to be a good choice in order to obtain
high quality of exploration. Generally speaking, we can divide
the methods to enhance sampling ratio of exploration into two
groups indoors and outdoors, i.e., we can obtain the goal by
up-sampling outdoors or by signal process indoors. The
ultimate method to solve the problem is certainly based on
outdoors acquisition. However, the later is more convenient
than the former in most cases. For example, it will be a big
financial burden to change the original appliances, while we
can mend the deficiency by signal process method indoors.

In the procedure of acquisition, the sampling interval
of original seismic data may not meet the demand, and it is
impossible to re-gather outdoors. Therefore, improving the
quality of the original data by means of data process indoors
of course is the sole choice. Thus, the effect of data
interpolation method turns into the linchpin.

Conventional interpolation methods usually employ
curve fitting, that is to say, they establish a continual function
by discrete samples, and the value of any point on the curve
can be calculated by the continual function. Such kinds of
interpolation methods mainly use an ideal low-pass filter on
the discrete samples to recover the value of the missing points.
However, such an ideal filter does not exist in reality except
the approximate ones. So, you can image the precision of
the filters adopted in actual. Herein, after analyzing the
character of DFT we put forward a new interpolation method

in no need of any function. It is of high accuracy and speed.
Lots of experiments prove the effectiveness and superiority
of the new interpolation method.

PRINCIPLE OF INTERPOLATION BASED ON DFT

We can change the expression of a band-limited
function into the form of Fourier series, and the Fourier
coefficient are the reciprocal of discrete interval of the discrete
sequence corresponding with the frequency function.

Nf2/1=∆ (1)

where  Nf  is the Nyquist frequency, ∆ is the sample
interval in time domain(here is normalized). Suppose the
discrete signal )(kx  is the result after sampling continual signal

)(tx  by sample interval ∆ , if the spectrum )( fX  has the
highest frequency cf , and sample interval ∆ satisfies:

cf2/1≤∆ (2)

Then, )( fX  is determined by )(kx , and )(tx  can be

fully recovered. This is the famous Nyquist criterion.

According to Fourier series and Nyquist criterion, when
sampling an indefinite continual signal )(tx  with the highest

frequency cf , the discrete signal finally obtained possesses

periodicity, and the period is ∆= /12 Nf , if Nc ff ≤ , there is no
aliasing distortion. As for the definite time discrete signal

)1...1,0)(( −= Nnnx , the analytical and compound equations of

the DFT are respectively as following:
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where )(nx is used as the input data before DFT;

)(kX  is the output in frequency domain of )(nx  after DFT.

Suppose the length of the discrete signal )(nx is N2 ,

i.e. 12,...2,1,0 −= Nn (n stands for the sample sequence number).

For Nc ff ≤ , if we insert M zeros from the point of )(kx ’s

Nyquist frequency Nf  to the end and so do at Nf− . Obviously,

the original spectrum won’t be influenced and the new

Nyquist frequency '
Nf  is located at MN + , similar to Eq.

(1), there is:

∆′=′ /12 Nf                                        (5)

The ordinary sample interval in frequency domain is

∆
=∇

N

1
                                                  (6)

If ∇ keeps invariable, to insert 2M zero points is
equal to the enlarging of samples in frequency domain.
Therefore,

N

MN
f N 2

' +⋅∇=                                      (7)

N

N
f N 2

⋅∇=                                            (8)

It is obvious that the condition satisfies '
NN ff < .

According to formula (1), there is:

∆<∆′                                              (9)

That is to say, the sample interval in time domain is
shortened. The whole procedure is illustrated in Fig.1. In
particular, when M=N, we can accomplish to insert a new
point every other sample exactly according to the original
vibration rule. For convenience, we take the M=N as an
example to have a discussion.

Theoretically, if the data satisfies Nyquist criterion,
the original frequency will not be changed after the
interpolation and only a larger Nyquist frequency is got, so
the interpolation result is to add corresponding new points
without changes of intrinsic samples. In addition, the new
points are inserted according to intrinsic vibration rule
without introducing undesirable frequency. Therefore, the
new method has the capability of high fidelity reconstruction,
and it excels the conventional methods in protection of
spectrum. Of course, if M is not the integer multiple of N,
the result of interpolation is equal to re-sampling of continual
signal.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

We can achieve high accuracy of exploration by the
enhancement of sampling ratio. However, as for sin signal,
if samples located on the positions of peak values or zero
values only, satisfies Nyquist criterion, sin wave will turn into
triangle wave as Fig.2 shows. And if samples are located on
the middle positions, we get the trapezia wave just as Fig.3
illustrates. In other words, to sample according to Nyquist
criterion can only ensure the exactness of basic frequencies.
In order to guarantee the quality of the seismic data, it is
necessary to over-sample.

In general, the sample interval of the old materials is
from 2ms to 4ms. Obviously, it isn’t qualified. However, the
new interpolation method settles the problem without re-
sampling outdoors. Below, we take the Lagrange Interpolation
method as a reference, and put emphasis on dealing with
separate seismic track by using the new method. For the
convenience of contrast, the abscissa of the figures is expressed
by the index of samples. Also, the seismic record and the
spectrums are all normalized.

Figure 1: Principles of the high-accuracy interpolation method based
on DFT.
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Figure 2: Triangle wave : If samples are located on position of the
peak values.

Figure 3: Trapezia wave : If samples are located on the middle peak
values.

Suppose record  (the sample interval is 2ms and
1024=k ) is the original data sampled outdoors and )2( kX  is

the corresponding spectrum. The results )(kx  is sampled every
other point from, and its spectrum is illustrated in Fig.4.
Afterward,  is interpolated by different methods, is the result
after interpolation and  is the spectrum. We use the  and as
the criterion for analysis of the relative error (Please notice
the degree in Fig.5 and Fig.6).

Figure 4: Spectrum of seismic data before interpolated. (The
abscissa is expressed by the index of samples).

In fact, the spectrum figures of )2(' kX  and )2( kX

are similar to Fig.4 except that zero points on the right side
are more than that in Fig.4. For the relative error is below

210− , and human eyes can hardly distinguish the difference,
therefore, only error table and figures are presented instead
of the signal and spectrum figures. The relative error of
Lagrange Interpolation is 210− , and the corresponding
relative error in time domain is 310− as Fig.5 and table 1
shows.

In Fig.5, it is obvious that the errors of Lagrange
Interpolation are mostly located at sensitive part, such as deep
layer, and this will limit the wide application of the method
greatly. Because conventional interpolation often use curve
fitting regardless of the frequency, undesired frequencies are
introduced during interpolation. However, the new method
discussed in the paper fully considers the particularity of
seismic data, and carries out in frequency domain without
altering of the original frequencies. The relative error of
spectrum after interpolation is only 810− , while the relative
error in time domain is only 710−  as Fig.6 illustrates. This

Figure 5 : The error of the new interpolation in time domain. and the relative error is 10-3.

Figure 6 : The error of the new interpolation method based on DFT in time domain, and the relative error is 10-7.
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fully demonstrates that the new interpolation method can
achieve almost the same outcome as what can be attained by
sampling outdoors. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that
in some extent high-accuracy interpolation of the seismic track
based on DFT resolves the low resolution of seismic data
effectively. Fig.7 is the local magnification of )(kx which is
sampled from )2( kx every other point, Fig.8 is the local

Table 1: Error contrast between Lagrange and the new
interpolation method.

Figure 7: Local magnification of the pre-interpolation data.

Figure 8: Local magnification of the corresponding position of Fig.7
after interpolation.

magnification of corresponding positions in )2( kx′  after
interpolation. Particularly, please pay attention to the marked
points (Red color): these points can make the data have more
exact peaks that had been leaked. Obviously, the continuity of
the signal is greatly improved by the new interpolation method.

CONCLUSION

Experimental results show that the effect of the high-
accuracy interpolation of the seismic track based on DFT is
pretty good, and its relative error is only 

710−

, so, we can say
that this method can resolve the problem of inadequate
sampling for the field data to some extent. The superiority
compared with the conventional interpolation methods is that
it interpolates absolutely according to the original frequencies
without changing it, and this point seems to be rather vital
in seismic exploration field. Although, the new interpolation
method can’t expand the range of valid frequency band, it
can highlight the information already existed and this is good
to the subsequent processing.
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